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Standard Row Unit
Freshener Row Unit

Strip Till
The Ultimate in Strip Till Versatility and Performance

Rugged, Dependable and Easy to Use
Available in 6 and 8 Row Pull Package or 6, 8 and 12 row 3 point

Remlinger’s PST has everything
you need and want in a strip-till

Roller Options

The “Original” Remlinger Precision Strip Till (PST) row unit was farmer
inspired and tested. The new “Strip Builder” PST still has the same
great features as the original. However; with feedback and input from
our many satisfied customers; we have improved upon the original for
years of hassle free operation.

Straight Blade Roller

Contoured Blade Roller

Spring usage, best if used just
prior to planting. Reduces
clods and produces a firm
seedbed.

Spring and Fall usage, general
purpose. Produces a raised
strip, reduces drying and
warming times in the Spring.

Closing Disk Options

The PST creates residue free, planting strips. As the strips are created,
apply NH3, dry fertilizer, liquid fertilizer or any combination in one
pass. These strips provide better soil aeration and quicker spring warm
up. Quicker spring warm up allows earlier planting, faster emergence
and better stands. Add up all of these features and you can see how
the Remlinger PST can lead to higher yields.









Notched Concave

Straight 12 Wave

Straight Blade with
7 Degree Camber

Strip Fresheners

Remlinger Manufacturing reserves the right to change pricing
or specifications at anytime without notice or obligation.






5 inch, 6-1/2 inch and 8 inch depth settings
Floating trash wheels
Heavy duty coulter
Heat treated deep ripper point
18 inch adjustable notched or 18 inch, 12 wave closing disk
Parallel links on each row to provide a more uniform
depth control
Optional “true” spring reset shank design - no need to lift the
row off the ground to reset
Optional NH3, dry fertilizer tube, liquid fertilizer tube
or any combination
Provides better soil aeration
Quicker spring warm up allows earlier planting
Faster crop emergence and better, fuller stands
All of these benefits lead to better yields
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